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Published in the Center of the Stock Growing and Hining Country of the Southwest.
Volume
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WHITE OAKS,

No 8. .j

Judiciary Llewellyn, Pendleton Turner,
Pollard, E. Martinez, Bowie, D,.. Martinez.
Labor Coleman, Stockton, Kilpatrick.i
Library Sandoval, Coleman, Kilpatrick.
Lands and Public Institutions Vargasi
PpHard, Stockton; Baca Bowie.
Municipal Corporations Baca, Bowie,

ASSEMBLY

TERRITORIAL

MEXICO,, THURSDAY,

NEW

"

Standing -- Committees Namd fér
the Session m Both Houses.

1

Summary of the bills Introduced in

;,'.,..:

Turner.--

.

.

Military and National Guard Llewellyn,
Baca,; Pollard,
.:; , ;,r,..
...it ;..
P. Sap- Mines and Public
For the information of Eagle readers we
Kilpatrick, Mclvers,
publish beloW lists of committees in coun- - che2; Dalies
Pj!?K:;
cil and; housJ-I- f anything: is panted at
gas,
the. hands .of these committees, .this may
Private Corporations Turnér,', Bacá.'M.
matters of importance beassist
"
'
Sanchez.
;"
fore them.' '
Penitentiary P. Sanchez, Qoleman, RoFollowing ' these lists is a summary of
bills that have been introduced in both mero, Howard, ; Mclvers.
Public ; Property Ortega, P. Sanchez,
houses.
Gutierrez, Kilpatrick, Vargas.
COUNCIL.
ChaHawkins,
Fall,
Judiciary Spiess,
Privileges and Elections C. Sanchez,
ves, Martinez.
Pendleton, D.. , Martinez, ' Llewellyn, E.
'
Territorial Affairs Jaramillo, Andrews, Martinez.
v
Pinard.
í
Capitol Chaves, Hughes, Havkins.
Irrigation Hawkins, Jaramillo, Duncan,..
Chaves, Martinez.
Counties- and County Lines Al bright,
' ''
Martinez, Fall.
'
Roads and Highways Martinez, Andrews, Pinard. V
Andrews,
InternalImprovements
Hughes, Hawkins.
Public Property- - Fall, Martinez, Al'
bright.
Militia Jaramillo, Hughés, Pinard.
;Education Hawkins, Spiess, Chaves,
Hughes, Pinard.: " .."
MartiAgriculture and Manufactures
nez, Pinard, Andrews.
Fi nance Hughes, Spiess, Fall, Jaramillo, Martinez.
Mines and Public Lands Fall, Duncan,
yA iic c
i. A)',
:?

the' House..

i

i

vli.-i- i

Lands-rrBowi-

j

!
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ves.
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Municipal and Private Corporations
Fall, Spiess, Albright.
Library Albright, Speiss, Fall.
Public Institutions- - Jaramillo, Hawkins,
Andrews, Albright, Spiess.
Privileges and Elections Hawkins, Chaves, Spiess, Hughes, Jaramillo.',-Lands and Public Institutions Martinez, Duncan,; Albright, Jaramillo, Fall.
Rules President, Hawkins, Spiess.
President, Hawkins,
Apportionment
Andrews, Duncan, Martinez.
Banks and Banking Hawkins, Duncan,
Albright.
.

v,

HOUSE.

.

.

Romero,
Agriculture and Manufactures
Ortega, Pollard.
C. Sanchez, M. SanApportionment
chez, Llewellyn, Bowie, Mclvers,
'
Banks and Banking Tuner, Baca, Gu:

.

-

-

L

-

-

Privides for an assistant sec'
retary for territory of New Mexico.
No. 56. Relating to the destruction of
the waters of districts by commissioners
'
or superintendents.
No. 57. Allowing members of ; regis- -'
tration boards $6 each for services renderNo.

55.

f

:

;

ed in registering names of voters.
No. 59. Requiring county superintend-- '
ents of schools to furnish official bonds and
qualify within certain time. The " time
being within thirty days after receiving the
certificate of election.
.

'.,'"

r

No. 60. Compensating
enumerators?
of persons of school age in the several
school districts of the territory.
No. 61. For the protection of game.
.
The bill reads:
For a period of five years from and after
the passage of this act, it shall be. unlawr
ful to kill elk, deer, antelope or mountain
sheep in this territory, except during the
months of November and December of
each year and not more than two each "of
tríese may be killed by any one person,
during the said open season. The provision for killing game on one's possessions is
unchanged by this bill. Our opinion of
the bill is that it is a failure and no better
than no law at all. It should be killed.
No. 62. An act relative to bounties orí
wild animals.
No. 63. Repeals act compiled laws
1897, allowing $200.00 exemption from taxation to heads of families.
.

".

No.

That

64. Provides as follows:
no legally qualified teacher

apply- -

ng for a certificate under this act shall be
denied such certificate, when otherwise
qualified, on the grounds that such teacher
J. H. Ca.niiig's Home, White Oaks, New Mexico.
or applicant has not attended a county or
.pity normal institute or summer school,
no such schools have been held in
Printing- - Howard, Sandoval M. San- - entitled to receipt of his road tax until he where
has paid said bridge tax, and shall be sub such county, during the time such teacher
chez.
Railroads C. Sanchez, M. Sanchez, ject to the full penalty of the law if he re or applicant has resided in said county.
No. 65. Providing for the payment of
Sandoval, Pendelton, Pollard.
fuses to do his work.
Roads and Highways Vargas, Romero,
Sec. 2. Any new bridge constructed territorial officers.
Pendleton.
over any new acequia or ditch, across any
... ...
Territorial Institutions.
Committee on : Rules- - Speaker, Bowie, public road, not inspected and accepted
by the said road supervisor, shall be, as
Sanchez.
Turner, Llewellyn,-PSanta Fe, N. M.Feb. 11. The coun
Stock and Stock Raising M. Sanchez, well as the the, said acequia or ditch, con- cil passed the omnibus bill for territorial
sidered an obstruction; and the owner or( institutions, locating the deaf and dumb
Stockton, Ortega, Holland, Vargas.
Territorial Affairs Pendleton, Vargas, owners of said acequia or ditch shall be school at Santa Fe, the miners' hospital at
held responsible in case of any accident Raton, the blind asylum at Alamogordo,
Stockton, M. Sanchez, Baca.
The following is a summary of the bills occurring on said ditch to the person or and the reform school at some point in Rio
introduced in the lower house:
persons sustaining damage therefrom, and Arriba, Taos, or San Juan counties.
No. 46 Relative to the payment of li also will be liable to a fine according to
Both houses passed the very stringent
said
laws
of
of
the
1862
section
1897,
the
cense in the territory.
cattle sanitary board bill and it is the first
No. 47 Requiring officers of companies fine shall go to the school fund of the to go to the governor.
and corporations doing business in the ter district where it is collected.

ritory to disclose to the officer levying
thereon, the number of shares in such com
Capitol Stockton, Romero, E.
'
pany or corporation by a shareholder.
No. 48 to Prohibit the carrying on of
Counties and County Lines G, Gutier
labor or other pursuits on Sun
business,
M.
Pol
Sanchez,
rez, Turner, Llewellyn,
''
day in counties, cities or towns in the ter
lard, Holland, Vargas.
Education Pollard, D. Martinez, Baca ritory by local option.
No. 49 A bill to create Leonard Wood
Bowie, Romero.
This bill locates the county seat
county.
Engrossing
Bills
D. Mar
Enrolling and
tinez, Howard, Sandoval, E. Martinez, at Tucumcari and takes practically the
same territory as a former bill for the crea
Llewellyn.
of Mills county.
Finance- - Dalies, C. Sanchez, Howard, tion
No. 50 Construction and keeping
in
Sandoval, Pendleton, Pollard, Mclvers
bridges.
wagon
road
repair
Indian Affairs Gutierrez, P. Sanchez,
Bowie.
Sec. 1. To ammend section i860 by
inserting
after the last word of said secStockton
Gutierrez,
Insurance Baca,
Irrigation D. Martinez, Ortega, Dalles, tion, the following: "And such new
bridges shall be constructed of lumber or
Sandoval, Llewellyn.

tierrez.

ed election cases.
No. 54. To establish a miners' hospi
tal and to provide for its maintenance. t. It,
has passed both houses and. has gone to
j
the governor.
.0
.f

.

J"--'-

Duncan, Hawkins, Martinez,
Hughes, Jaramillo,
Pinard, ChaPublic Printing--Hughe-

Subscription, $1.50 a Year.

1903.

rails to the satisfaction of the road supervisor whose duty it shall be to inspect said
bridge or bridges, as to their construction
and material and if he accept it, then said
bridge or bridges to become public bridges,
as well as the ones already constructed before the passage of this act, and they shall
be kept and repaired by the community,
for ' which purpose a tax of twenty-fiv- e
cents shall be collected every year from
every owner of one or more teams and
who is subject to pay road taxes, this tax
shall be known as the "bridge tax fund"
and shall be used for the building and repairing of bridges in the respective precincts. The road suprevisors shall be the
holder of said fund, and if at the time required of him by law, to make his annual
report, he shall hold a surplusof said fund,
he shall turn the amount over to the county treasurer, according to Section 8 of the
Session laws of 1901. And any person refusing to pay said bridge tax, shall not be

,

'
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That section 46, 47, 48, 50 and
Shaft House Finished.
Mexico
Laws
of
Compiled
New
51 of the
The new shaft house at the North Home- of the year A. D., 1897.
stake is finished. It is 28 by 48 feet iron
No. 51 With reference to married
roofing and siding. Level No. 2 new shaft
Providing that all property, real 125 feet was also completed Monday.
and personal or mixed and choses in action Work is going right ahead and the outlook
owned by any married women at the time is encouraging at the North Homestake. of her marriage shall continue to be her
separate property.
A. S. Gieg has resigned his position as
General Manager of the El Paso '
Assistant
No. 52 Relating to fees of Justice of the
Peace and Constable. Under the pro & Northeastern System. W. R. Martin,
visions of this bill justices and constables of the G. H. has succeeded to the place of
cannot collect fees in advance, On the general manager and the office of Assistant
granting of appeals by a justice of the has been abolished.
peace the same does not take effect until
Cattlemen of the territory are agitating
the party applying for same has paid al
a ranger force to protect their interests in
costs to the Justice and Constable.
remote districts of the territory.
No. 53. Relating to appeals in contest
Sec. 3.

AMERICAN MANNERS.

THE STUDY OF CHINESE.

'

MISCELLANEOUS

ITEMS.

Marine insurance is first mentioned
by United Stntea Consular
the Average Advocated
43 A. D.
The Roman Emperor
in
of
Agent In the Interest
Drltlaher of London lía
one of his ships.
insured
Claudius
American Trade,
Any Idea Of.
It takts a year to visit the islands
Mr. Charles Neuer, United States of Maine if one is visited every day.
The ordinary Londoner who has consular agent at Gera, in an official
There are just 365 of them.

Ave Much Better Thau

not had the good fortune to cross
the Atlantic is wont to picture his
American cousin wearing a goatee
and a victim to the constant'chewing
of tobacco and liberal expectoration.
On arriving in New York he is
amazed to discover that the goatee
is conspicuous by its absence, tobacco chewing unnotieeable and expectoration practically unknown. In
this respect he finds the New Yorker
far more cleanly in his habits than

communication to the state depart
ment advocates the study of the Chinese language as a means of extending
American trade in the Chinese empire,
says the Washington Star.
"Wnile
prom
of
land
China is considered the
ise for our farmers and manufactur
ers," says he, "the importance of the
knowledge of the Chinese language is
greatly undervalued. I submit the de
tails of a recent intervie.V with a lin
guist who has given special attention
the Londoner, more especially on to this subject. It is well understood
public cars and in public places, says that in order to enter into permanThe unre- ent commercial relations with a foran eastern exchange.
strained indulgence of spitting on eign country it is indispensable to
and off the tops of 'buses and in rail- know its language. When Kussian inway trains, and the random chewing dustries began to develop the Germans
and smoking of tobacco in and recognized that in order to engage in
around London are simply odious, profitable trade in that country it was
and make traveling intolerable and necessary to learn Russian, and there
ofttimes disgusting even to a smok- is now no country where the Russian
er. Here the strange prohibition language is so much taught as in Geragainst spitting in public places and many.
the sensible regulation as to smok"The Chinese language is ideographing are so thoroughly observed that ic. It conveys the idea and not the
If word for the thing, as the figure '8' reptraveling becomes a pleasure.
adLondon would only copy the. most
resents the idea and not the word. The
mirable example existing in New Chinese Lave invented more than
0
York in this respect the English
marks for their writing. In the
metropolis would soon be rid of a opinion of my informant it will require
most unwarrantable and filthy habit. only about 3.000 marks for mercantile
correspondence, and it will be easier
to learn them than the words of an
CHINA MAKING PROGRESS.
ordinary foreign language.
Growth
"Russian is more difficult for AmerCommercial
Industrial and
Is
Country
icans
than Chinese. It takes much
of Asia's Greatest
longer to learn the spoken language,
an Assured Thing.
because of the variety of dialects; but
Europeans and Americans who have any one who can learn enough of the
writings to answer ordinary purposes
lived long in China are quite unanimous in the opinion that the greatest in a few months arid have his knowlcountry of Asia, taking account of edge perfected by a linguist within
area, population and natural resources, about a year. An exact instruction in
one of the Chinese languages can only
is making steady progress industrially and commercially, and the general be givD by a Chinaman.1
belief is that more rapid gains are as"This method has been adopted in
sured for the next few years. Statis- Germany. Resides the professor for
tics of exports and imports tell the the theory of language, there are four
same story. So does the development Chinese linguists in the Oriental semof railways and telegraph lines. The inary of Tlerlin teaching the business
world-wid- e
importance of this progress style and the language of l'eking.
is not easily exaggerated. It promises
Shanghai and Clinton, it is not intendto insure the existence of the Chinese ed to fit pupils for the diplomatic servempire as an immense independent ice, but for commercial work."
state, for it lessens the force of uich
pretexts as might have been discovered
HOMICIDE IN AMERICA.
or invented for dividing or sei.ing the
countrj. It also makes the interna- Itatlatlos of Crime In This Country
tional importance of China so evident
Furnish Evidence of a Terrible
and : so great that no one European
Tide of Murder.
power is likely to find the way open for
the absorption of so rich an empire,
Comparative statistics of murder
while the more progressive the Chi- should teach us some lessons of nanese become the less chance there will tional humility, because, blink it
be for an agreement between the lead- as we may crime, und especially that
ing nations of the west as to the terms of homicide, is a pretty accurate
of a possible partitioning of the mid- measure of the attainment of civilidle kingdom.
zation. There are about 10,000 murders a year in the United States.
WEARINESS OF WEALTH.
Mr. Robert Anderson, of London, has
lately astonished his .readers by
"Godless Magnificence and Selfish stating that in the 6,000,000
inhabiProdigality of Some Rleh
tants of London there are annually
New Yorker.
on the average only about 18 murIn a sermon on crime a clergyders.
The very rich men of the world are
one of our smaller American
of
man
growing exceedingly tired of the vast
lecently
stated that in his city
cities
wealth accumulated.
In New York (of about 200,000 inhabitants)
there
scores and hundreds of men
are were in the last five years an averpaying anywhere from $9,000 to $16,-00- 0
30 homicides a year,
a month rent for suites of rooms, age of nearly
not homes which they have built for says American Medicine. Supposing,
therefore, that these people would
th eir families, but simply apartments
not
become far more criminal when
which they have rented for awhile,
massed
together by millions, it folsays a writer in Homilitic Review. The
if the clergyman's city
lows
that
godless magnificence, the selfish prodias London there would
were
as
large
gality, the overwhelming ostentation
U00 murders a year in it,
be
nearly
of the wealth of New York in certain
circles cannot be described; but it is instead of 18. Rut, worse is yet to
all an indication of the fact that the come: Out of the 145 murders in five
climax has well-nig- h
been reached in years there were only 23 convictions,
the display of what wealth can get. and the very worst is the fact that
The world is waiting now to knw not one of these convicted murderwhat wealth can give. It is the ne- ers suffered the death penalty!
mesis of vast wealth that it brings Upon i ne side, surely, the retort no
longer holds that the doctors put
its own retribution, and that retribution is the weariness of being unable their bad work beneath the ground
to find happine
in merely having and tha lawyers hang it up above it.
"so much hemp grown, so little used,"
things.
may be pertinently quoted.
40,-00-

to-d-

ay

The spoon is very ancient, and many
; in existence that
fine specimens
were used by the Egyptians in. the

seventeenth century B. C.
The most curious cemetery is situ
ated at Luxor, on the Nile. Here repose the mummified bodies of millions
of sacred cats. Their remains are side
by side with the bodies of kings and
emperors in mausoleums.
Iowa has a law which provides for
the confining of habitual drunkards in
insane asylums. It is popularly known
as "the old toper law," and its enforcement is reported to be having a
wonderful effect. Many men who for
rears clung to the habit of getting
drunk regularly have' reformed and
become more or less useful as citizens.
New York city revenues last yearirn-clude- d
$35.250 from concert licenses,
$31,800 from theater licenses, $52,000
from a charitable bequest, $29,400
from railroad franchises, $38,540 from
licenses, $5C0 from the conscience fund
(exclusive of $25 contributed to this
same fund in Brooklyn) and unclaimed
salaries and wages to the amount of
$24.200.

What is described as an "ancient
drafts board" has been discovered in
Crete. It must by all accounts be a

fine piece of work, since it is composed
of natural crystal, ivory, gold and
silver, but it is by no means unique.
Chess, drafts, or the game from which

both are derived, was known to nearly
all the ancient civilizations, and Greek
and Egyptian boards are bv no means
The duel, though prohibited by law,
still exists in Switzerland, but the
practice is confined to the students in
the Swiss German universities. Even
ers are beginning to realthese fi
ize the absurdity of the practice, for
a meeting was held at Zurich lately
at which student delegates from all
parts were present, to discuss the duel
and. courts of honor. A proposition by
the president to abolish the duel altogether was rejected by a large majority. The consequence was tha t a large
number of duels which were previously arranged and. whose principles were
awaiting the result, of the vote took
place at Bremgarten, near Berne.
Many students received severe rapier
cuts, chiefly in the face, but nobody
re-e-

at

was seriously wounded. The police,
though they know the practice exists,
and are often aware of the "affair,"
seldom interfere, for they look upon
the duel, as practiced by the students,

as a sporting and harmless matter.
It is certain that nobody has ever been
seriously hurt in these affairs of honor.

London Times.

The laareialona Inventor,
"The market is overrun with substitutes for this food and that," asserts
the capitalist. "I see no justification
for backing your new health food."
With a naive smile the inventor turns
to him and suggests:
"But it may also be used as a substitute for coal."
Then the capitalist displays unusual
activity in sending for patent attorneys and clerks to draw up articles
of partnership. N. Y. Times.
Ch romos.
Belcher "What was the use in
showing Nuritch through your art

gallery? He couldn't appreciate your

paintiis."

Kulcher "Well, he seemed interested and surprised."
Belcher "Really, and what did he

say?"
Kulcher "Gee! what a lot of 'em
you've got. You must V bought an
fiwiul lot o' tea in your time." Philadelphia Press.

The American occupation has borne fruit
in Guam. The inhabitants have taken to
the habit of using soap, and soap and civ
ilization are inseperable. The Guam lady
is no lorigrr content with the nose-rin- g
Sheriff John W, Owen came up from
A. II. Norton has begun a contract for bracelet and garter, but since the introduc
the county seat Friday, returning to Lin drifting on the Hawkeye at J carilla for tion of soap, she aspires to wants and
luxuries of the New York fashionable.
coln Saturday,
Edward Fox, the Superintendent.

Whether only an extremity or the en

tire body if affected the treatment of
freezing is the same. In all cases ajoid
a sudden change of temperature. If a
person is found overcome and benumbed with cold and you take him at once
to a fire or warm room you are likely
to kill him. Take him only to a sheltered place or shed, which still feels
very cold to you. It will be amply
warm to him. Remove any wet clothing and rub the body till dry; wrap
him in a dry blanket and give a stimulant, such as hot, strong coffee. Remove to a somewhat warmer room and
raise the temperature very gradually,

advises American Queen.
When frost attacks the- fingers or
toes, ears or nose, stay where the air
is cold and rub them or have them
rubbed with clean snow or, if that is
not obtainable, cold water. Rub constantly until the parts become soft and
their natural color. Do not lose patience or let your patient complain,
but keep him in the cold and keep rubbing until the frost bitten parts are
natural. If he goes too soon into the
warmth, great suffering and perhaps
troublesome sores will result. When
rubbing has restored circulation and
flexibility anoint the parts with oil,
lard, or a mixture of lime water and
oil, and wrap in flannel. If sores are
formed, treat them the same as burns,
by covering with lint or linen soaked
in oil, or, in the absence of oil, cover
with vaseline or with flour or powdered starch and bandage with cotton
wool.
-

Recipe for Glace.
To make a glaze for ornamenting
cold meat take half an ounce of gelatin
and soak it in a quarter of a pint of
water. Boil a piece of onion in two
tablespoonfuls of water to extract the
flavor and put in a good pinch of salt.
Add the soaked gelatin, and when this
is thoroughly dissolved stir in a
spoonful of soy and enough of the rich
brown gravy which is left from a joint
to make the glaze a deep, rich brown
color. Stir the glaze over the fire till
it is smooth and very thick; then put it
in a jar ready for use. It will keep for
several weeks. Washington Star.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, )
Land Office at Roswell, N. M.,
January 27, 1903. )
Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of her intention to make final proof in support of her
claim, and that said proof will be made before the Register or Receiver at Roswell,
New Mexico, on March 24, 1903, viz: Ida
M. Piersol, Homestead Application No.
1958, for the southeast quarter Sec. 21, T.

S., R. 16 E.
She names the following witnesses to
prove her continuous residence upon and
cultivation of said land, viz: Howard T.
Nixson, of Richardson, N. M. ; Samuel G.
Beard, of Richardson, N. M.; Manuel
Vigil, of Richardson, N. M.; Daniel Vigil,
of Richardson, N. M,
Howard Leland, Register.
First publication Feb. 5 6t.
7

PROVIDENCE

HOSPITAL

General Hospital for Medical, Surgical
und Obstetrical caces
A

Miss M.R. Shaver, Supt,
Graduate Norton Infirmary of Louisville,
Ky.and Post Gia'ln Hte General Memorial
Hospital, New York City. A training school
in connection with Jlotpitul. For information apply to Sup't
Cor. Upson Ave. & N. Santa Fe Street
Telephone 581.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

31. II. Webb for DrugH nml

dew promptly Oiled.

Kl I'mmo

Hook. Or.
Textta.

S. A. Jlleid
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER.

Estimates Furnished on Stone and
Brickwork, and Plastering.

Lime and Cement
1

1

1

BAIIBAEIC PAüEANT.
Sir Phil'p

Amazed at
Extravagance of Newport.
Burne-Jon-

es

The Famous English Painter Declare That Only Old Rome or
Babylon Saw Anything Like the
Women, Gowm and Jewel.
the famous
English painter, who was at Newport, Ií. I., this summer, appears to
have tjeen about as definitely impressed by the "400" as Col. W'atterson
of the Louisville Courier Journal, has
Sir Pailip

Burne-Jone-

s,

been.
The difference in the point of view
held by the artist and that of the
editor is that the former is dazzled
by the barbaric extravagance of the
millions ires who flock to Newport.
Sir Philip before leaving Newport discussed the fashionable set as follows:
"Display never was so organized
and perfected as at Newport. The
overwhelming extravagance of it all
is a new thing in the world. It is
like the pageant of some splendid

HEALTH OF THE ARMY.

HEWITT & HUDSPETH,

The Medical Department Ha Suc- ceeded In Eradicating One of the
Most Deadly of Dlaeaae.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

The strenuous efforts of the medical
department of the army have resulted

apparently in the practical eradication
cf that trying disease, dysentery,
which has caused the American troops
in the Philippines so much suffering
and so many deaths, says a Washing
ton report. During the campaigning
in the Philippines, as has been the case

JOHN A. BROWN
COMMISSION

WHITE OAKS, N. M.

MERCHANT.

Car of Furniture, Stoves and General Household Uoods.
.

M. H. KOCH,

Scond Hand Goods

Carpenter and Builder.

.

Xght.tn.d

Look at my stock before you buy.
Everything in stock that is noeded to

Undertaker aud Embalmer. Calls In or Out
FURNISH
Prompt Attention - .

of Town Receive

A HOME.

in every war, Hundreds oi men nave

died from this disease, and others have
been discharged because of total disability. Dysentery is more prevalent
and severe in the Philippines than in

WHITE OAKS EAGLE
ESTABLISHED

1890
PRINTING
this country, but the enforcement of
Published
Thursdays.
$1.50 Per year.
strict sanitary measures, including the
BOOK
boiling of all drinking water, rules for
bathing and especially the washing of
W0RK
Resources Of White Oaks: Gold, Coal, Iron, Copper, the hands before handling food, has
Silver, Marble, Oil, Buildcaused the disease almost to disaping Stone, Sulphur and Fire Clay. The finest Climate on Earth.
WyWyWyyy
pear.
The "adobe itch," another disease
which caused the army great annoyance, has also been successfully dealt
with. While this disease is not fatal,
it attacks men, women and1 children
alike. Microscopic examinations and
study of this disease developed that it
barbaric dieam.
was caused by a parasite, as in dysenFreighter and Contractor for all kinds
"I say there is nothing like it anycomwas
and
tery,
appeared
it
that it
of Team work, Hauling etc. Prompt
where else. There could not be in
emby
municated
methods
the
careless
of
is
the
France, of course. Italy out
attention given to all orders. Prices
question. Germany has nothing and ployed by the Chinese in doing laundry
dryof
..
Reasonable
certainly England has nothing that work. They were in the habit
on
ing
them
by
spreading
clothes
the
resembles it.
bushes and on the grass, and ironing
"The atmosphere of wealth really them
with a cold iron. Under the beis oppressive. It rather numbs one
that the parasite came from the
produces in a man of moderate lief
to
vegetation,
means a feeling of abject poverty, the clothes and was communicated
bushes,
orders
from
the
begets a feeling quite as if one were were issued
that the clothes would be
trailing- about in rags, you know.
on lines to dry, and ironed with
hung
'The women, their gowns, their hot irons instead of cold. As a result
jewels, the splendor of these houses
of this practice the disease disapmaybe Rome saw something like it, peared.
or Bablyon, but surely we have to go
According to reports received by
back to those fabled days to find
Surgeon
General Forward, typhoid
to liken all this to.
is on the decrease in the Philipfever
"It is a tremendous spectacle; it is pines, and when the heavy rains come
a colossally sumptuous picture. Their on a complete
eradication of this disclothes are so overpowering, so agease is expected.
PAcinc
gressive and insistent a phenomenon. Their souls probably are way
PRINCE CHEN WAS JARRED.
down somewhere, wrapped up, hidden away, buried, but one does "not Waa Greeted with the Chlne
easily catch sight of them. It is
tional Anthem" Until Hi
difficult to get at their real selves beGot Tired of It.
cause of their clothes, their gorgeous
clothes.
Prince Chen, the Chinese prince im"Oh, I shouldn't care to speak of it perial, who lately visited President
"No Trouble to Answer questions."
from the artist standpoint. Neither Roosevelt at his country place at Odo I understand that the display of yster Bay, was recently extensively enTAKE
EAST
IB AH II
taste is the object of it all. As a tertained in Brussels by the city fapageant it is gigantic and will never thers, says the San Francisco ArgoMIMWIM
THE
TRAIN
naut, lint the pleasure of his stay there
be rivaled."
was marred by the monotonous music
This handsomely equipped train leaves El Paso daily and
ANOTHER MASTODON.
which was played in his honor everyruns through to St. Louis without change, where direct connecwhere lie went, whether visiting buildBeen
Portfion of the Skeleton Hare
tions are made for the North and East: also direct connections
ings, monuments, museums or dining
Unearthed Near Nevrbargh,
and reviewing.
After awhile, it is
via Shreveport or New Orleans for all points in the Southeast.
New York.
said, it jarred so on his nerves that
he asked his interpreter to inquire
Latest Pattern Pullman Buffet Sleepers
Portions of another mastodon were what the composition was. "The Chiunearthed in the town of Newburgh,
Elegant New Chair Cars Seats free
nese National Anthem," was the rea short distance from the city of Newply of the somewhat surprised burgoburgh, N. J., a few days ago by E. W. master of Brussels, Mr. De Mot. "But
Solid Yestlbuled Trains Throghout.
DuBois, a farmer, while engaged with we have none," was the response made
his men in digging a sluiceway through by the royal guest to the embarrassFor desriptive pamphlet, or other information, call on or
a muckfield. The unearthed portions ment of the entourage.
seems
It
that
address,
were near the surface, only two or a wily European some years ago comof
A
part
the
rib,
three feet down.
posed a sort of tum-tuR W. CURTIS
acP. TURNER
jaw and part of a tusk or foot were companiment, and called with an"Chiit
the
S. W. P. A
0. P. & T. A.
found. One of the teeth is 52 inches nese National Anthem." This the gullwide by 32 inches in diameter, in six ible city fathers have used on
El Paso, Texas.
Dallas, Texas
all occasections. Another tooth is in four sec
when Chiueiv dignitaries were
sions
tions, 8x3 Vi inches in size. The other being entertained. It remained, howteeth came out in pieces.' The frontal ever, for Prince Chen to expose the
Notice for Publication.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
bone is also badly decayed. One piece composer, who
Department of the Interior,
had already made a
Land Office, Roswell, N. M., Jan. 6, 1902.
is about a foot square, with the eye neat
at Roswell, New Mexico,
Onice
Land
sum
out
little
of
his
composition.
socket. The rib, 3 feet long and
Notice is hereby given that the following
January, 17th 1903.

JOS. WHITE.

YOUR TRADE IS SOLICITED.

4 Important Gateways 4

-

any-thin-

k

as (TplP)

"CA UNAN

2't

inches wide, was found five feetun

der ground and broke in two as it was
Letter List.
being lifted from the muck.
Letters remaining uncalled for
A number of mastodon remains have
been found in Orange county, notably White Oaks postoffice February i,
on the Brewster farm, town of New
Mrs. Geo. E. Stevens.
burgh, in 1845; on the Kelly farm, Lit
Mr. Henry Stevenson.
tie Britain, in 1879; on the Shaefer
Mrs. Harriette RatUff.
farm, town of Newburgh, 1899, and at
Mr. Felix L. Miller.
Monroe two years ago.
D. J. Carr, Stock holder and official o;
the Free Gold Mining & Milling Co. and
the Tecolote Land and Live Stock incor
porations, was in town Friday from

Jicarilla.

Mr. Charles W. Collier.
Senor Don Rosenda Blea.
Senor Don Ciríaco Jaramillo.
Sr. Listo Montolla.
Respectfully,

John

Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final proof in support of his claim,
in the and
that said proof will be made before the
1903:
Probate Clerk at Lincoln, New Mexico, on
March 9,.1903.viz:
Oeorge A. Hyde, homestead application No.
10
838, for the SE'4 of section 24, township
South of range 9 East.
He names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon and cultivation
of said land, viz:
John C. Wharton, of Hondo, N. M., Walter
C. Hyde, of Hondo, N.M., Fred Crosby, of
Three Rivers, N.M., C. Walker Hyde, of Hondo
N.M.,

Brown,
Postmaster,

A.

Howard Lfxand,
Register.

IWILIL

named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final proof in support of his
claim, and that said proof will be made before the United States Commissioner at
Lincoln, New Mexico, on February 24th,
1903, viz: Walter C. Hyde, Homestead
application No. 1090, for the e2 ne4 Sec 31
and W2 nw4 Sec 32, T. 10 S., R. 10 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon and
cultivation of said land, viz:
Calvin W. Hyde, of Three Rivers, N. M.
John C. Wharton,
"
Victoriano Crawford,
Geo. A. Hyde,

Howard Leland, Register.
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Finland Famine Fund.
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GRAZING "ON THE FOREST
RESERVES,

In response to the appeal for aid to the
thousands who are suffering from the mis
The honorable Secretary of the interior
eries of a terrible famine in Finland,, we
made the following decision relative to
has
do subscribe the sum opposite ou.r, names
to be forwarded to the Christian Herald, stock grazing on the Lincoln Forest reserve:
1.
That not exceeding 40,000 sheep and
"
at New York City.
- ; ' ' goats and 12,000 cattle and horses be allowWhite Oaks, N. M.
ed on reserve in 1903; sheep and goats of
Jan'y, 26, 1903.
reserve residents during any part or all of
Gift;
Name
the year, and of other owners from March
pd $ 2.00
R.E. Lund
r. to August 31, 1903. That the cattle and
pd
...
1.00
Ziegler Bros.
horses of actual reserve residents be allowpd
Mrs. Tompkins
.50
ed in the reserve for any part or all of the
.pd
Jas..M. Simms. . . .
'5
year, and. for ether owners for such periods
Cash"...-.,.'- .
V.. pd
'..
5
as may be allowed by the range officer in
Samuel Neid
lfd 1,00 charge of the reserve, in the period ,to be
pd
Clara Jacobs
stated in the application as approved by
pd
S. C. Wiener
Ijoo
him.
pd
Eagle Printing Co
i. 00 2.
That stock in the reserve be confined
pd
Chas. Spence
i5
to the owners of the first, second and third
pd
2
W. F. Glenn
classes, and that the officer in
Preference
1,00 i
pd
John Lee
c.u,ir'7ñ be authorized to distribute the stock
L.. .
A. H. Norton
as may to hiin seem best for the interests
Lon Reynolds.
of the reserve, and require the siock to be
pd
1. o J
Jones Taliaferro
moved from any locality where injury is
pd
1. 00
Cash
being done, and he is authorized to divide
pd
1. 00
Subscriber
ranges between sheep and goats and cattle
.
..
pd
C.
Crary
H.
25
and horres when uocesrary or desirable.
i
pd
Elmer Lindsey
The cattle and horse application must
pd
David Ring
show brands on the stock covered thereby.
Total
It will be observed that only persons of
$ 1. 00 the first, second and third preference classUnpaid
es are to be allowed, to graze their stock in
Total paid
the reserve. The preference classes are
Forwarded New
;

;

a

SHOES...

,

COVNTY DIVISION.

Nothing as yet has shown up in the way
a bill to divide Lincoln county, but it
will come later and just in time to preclude.
the possibility of mobilizing the opposing
forces before the bill passes in the hurry
and push of the closing dys of the session
This is the plan and it will work like a
charm. It is rumored that 'Carrizozo has
'offered to build a court house and jail if
favored with the location of. ths county
seat and that sonuis good to taxpaysrj, and
jwill likely land tha priza." An! if W3 are
to have county division, why not Carrizozo
for the county seat? This is til? practical
point. on a throigh line of railway, and
that is one of the unanswerable arguments
in her favor, '; - .
Still, there may be other plans of division
than the north and south schame, already.
planned heretofore.
Suppose the division
should come on an east and west line, and
some point further north than Carrizozo
be given the county seat of the new county
and Capitán be named as the county seat
of Lincoln, thus securing railway points for
both. The most probable plan, however,
so far as the Eagle can ; glean the horizon,
is to take a small strip off Chaves on the
east and add to Lincoln, and a similar one
off Socorro and add to new county crea
ted out of western Lincoln, and making
the division,on a line north and south, leav
ing Richardson just over the line put of the
.
new cljmaty.
The time for introducing bills for con
sidetaiénlátrthis session, is nearly up, and
we snail soon see what we snail seo.
jof

1
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as follows;

York Exchange $13.75.

The foregoing was circulated by S.

A.

Even this small amount may keen

Neid.

some family of this unfortunate country
from dying of starvation.
A dollar goes much further in that country than in this, and if those who are able
throughout the earth would only give a few
dollars each year to charity of this kind,
most, if not all, of the deserving poor and

famine stricken could be releaved, while
the doners would never miss .the small
This is the kind
amounts contributed.
of sympathy that counts for something
and
. If the Santa Fe New Mexican should be dollars and cents buy bread and fuel
door.
wolf
drive
the
from
the
taken as a criterion for legislative gospel
one would think that Cristoval Sanche;
With the proposed big state of Arizona
was most of the lower House of the terri
we would have the state revenue of two
tonai AssemDiy. ms name appears in
and but one set of legislative
about every fifth line of the New Mexican's territories
legislative column, and some of the bills he employees aud but one Santa Fe New
Mexican to support. Here is consolation
has introduced would fade the color of
Roswell Journal.
South Carolina coon. The bill regulating for the
the conduct of persons attending recreation
The interests of New Mexico and
dances is a sample of his lofty ambition
Arizona are closely-allieand once united
Such fellows as this have furnished the
they would so grow together that the peomedicine that has poisoned statehood for
ple would not entertain a thought of divithe past fifty years. It is the Eagle's opin
sion. It should be though, under the name
ion that some of these legislators would be
of New Mexico. Arizona, not long ago
more useful in a sheep corral than they
was a part of New Mexico, and Samuel
have ever made themselves in th'e legisla
Bean remembers the time when he was
ture.
sheriff of Dona Ana county, when its
The government has withdrawn from western boundary extended beyond Tucson.
X.
entry an area of the public domain on the
Hondo, near Roswell, on which a reservoir
The growth of the Rock Island railway
will be constructed of sufficient capacity to
system
has been wonderful. Two hunirrigate about 20,000 acres of land. This
means much for the thriving and progress- dred and fifty new engines have been orive Pecos Valley town. She will now, dered for the system, at a cost of J.4,000,- OlX).
indeed, be the pearl of the Pecon.
tax-payer-

s.

:

Class 1. People living in the reserve
and keeping their stock in the,reserve.
Class 2. People living outside the reserve but owning ranch or farm property
inside and keeping stock in the reserve.
Class 3. People living in the reserve
and using the reserve as their principal or
only summer pasture.
The stock of people belonging
to the
fourth preference class, who are described
as persons who live at a distance of ten or
more miles from the reserve,- and do not
own land in the reserve, 'will not be allowed to graze their stock in the reserve.
Grazing permit blanks will be furnished
to all persons of ths first, second and third
preference classes who may apply
for
them. Clement Hightower,
ranker in
charge of the Lincoln Reserve at Capitán.
All persons granted grazing
permits
will be debarred from further use of the
reserve, and no slock of any kind not cov
ered by a permit will be allowed on the
reserve.
'
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A company at Katon, boring for oil,
Somestruck gas at a depth of 130 feet.
body is going to strike oil one of these days
in the vicinity of White Oako, 'tint is sure
there will be a lot of us who can ssz where
we missed it.
Comrey Brothers have it in
the Comrcy Oil Co's. well near Ancho
and Owen and Hall also claim a small
quantity in a ranch well just finished for
John Ramsdale three miles east of White
Oaks. Messrs. Chapman
aud Ludlam
have splendid prospects in their well two
miles from town. All of these people are
confident of success and are going right
ahead.

Representative W. A. Mclvers received
Of worthy steel and censors of the terriThe war vessels of foreign countries
a dispatch yesterday to the effect that his
torial council, that is what they are calling
have cleared the Venezuelan coast. There
father had died suddenly at his home in
will be nothin" doin' in that little republic
Messrs. Hawkins and Fall.
northern Michigan. The news has saddennow nntil the inhabitants have limo to ored Mr. Mclvers, and although distance preganize another domestic row.
An exchange remarks that only one seat
vented his attention at the funeral, he is
in the territorial House is warmed by a
comforted by the knowledge that the air is
The coldest weather of the season is re- full of mournings of
democrat, but that this democrat is kept
the dead. Now

ported all over the country.
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warm by the big republican majority.
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LOCAL vnd PERSONAL MEWS.
W. C. McDonald was looking after bus
iness matters in Roswell this week.
II. S. Com rey came in this morning from
Toi ranee.
Jce Long, an Eagle Subscriber, is in today from J carilla.
J. H. Leighnor js carpentering in J carilla this week.
W. S. Peters has gone to Mexico to look
at a mining property.
Col. and Mrs. G. W. Prichard enter
tained a select of party friends at the residence, Tuesday night.
-

"

--

;

i

Chew will entertain
a number of invited guests at Bonnell II all
tomorrow night, dancing is annound.
Most of the force, at the Old Abe are off
work on account of scarcity of coal. The
coal haulers are out of business as a result
of the snow storm.
Col. G. W. Sloneroad was in town from
Jicarilla Tuesday. He is leading a general movement for a better mail service
for Jicarillas.
Geo. Sligh, secretary and manager of
y
the Tecolote Land and Live Stock
calied at the Eagle office Tuesday.
He tells us that jicarilla has experienced
some genuine winter weather lately.
II. C. Crary had a telegram from H. S.
Com rey announcing that a fine .stream of
water was struck in Crary's well at Torrance. There has heretofore been no water in that vicinity and the strike is a bonanza to Torrance people. Mr. Crary has
been offered $2,000 for the well.
The bachelors ball last Friday night was
an event of much enjoyment, and was attended by most all who were invited.
Among those who attended from
we notice the Misses Helen and Irene
Rice, of Parsons; Misfes Grace Austin and
Bessie Reid, of Angus.
J. N. Coe, the farmer and fruit grower
from Glencoe, on the Ruidoso, in Lincoln
county, was here last' Saturday, having
come from Stagman, where he went to visit
his. daughter, Mrs. W. C. Ivlarable, who
has been dangerously ill for some time.
Mrs.Ed. Marable, of this place was there for
a month and returned recently, bringing
with her the little baby, now nearly three
weks old. Ross Coe, Mr. Coe'sson, came
down from the ranch with a wagon load of
disposed of Jiere.
apples, which they
Register.
Roswell
Mr. and

Mrs.

com-pan-

ANGUS.
Regular Correspondence.
snow,
Snow, Snow, beautiful
every
where! All day Sunday, silently it came,
to a depth of eight inches. It mantled
trees, roofs and rocks, so it had the appearance of being much deeper.
stood at two degrees
The mercury
below freezing point at mid-da- y
Sunday,
Monthe coldest day time for a decade.
day it was 2 degrees Fahr. at the Willows.
mpsn nrnnnrl tlif V V rnnrVi
ITnnn
if
1
usually registers 8 to 10 degrees colder in
severe weather, than here in our sheltered
valley. It isa wise provision of Providence that currants and strawberries do
not ripen in February vl13n the snov is a
foot deep.
The coal oil inspection law is again up
in the legislature. When will we all re
member that the law is the product of th-fertile brain of the coal oil magnet? Who
finds ways and means to purchase such
legislation as he desires to inspect ail competition out of New Mexico and compel í .11
of us to pay a double price ?
The writer's family uses 25 gallons a
year, and at 30 cents amounts to $7.50.
When one reflects that a penal shark can
impose taxes upon his fellow man to a degree beyond the audacity of republican
governments, it is simply amusing. My proportion in the great pension appropriation
of 150 million dollars per annum is $2.00.
The coal oil schemer is able to lift out of
me twice that amount. No word in our
language would be a fit name for the woar-e- r
of the livery of heaven.
The object of governments ii supposed
to be to protect people in life and property
at least that is what our school text books
say.
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ZIEGLER BROTHERS.

OIL COMPANY: I
CAPITAL STOCK $300,000

t

i

THOUSAND SHARES of the capital stock of this company''
ave now offered at 10c per share, par value $1.00 per share.
THE right to advance price without notice is reserved. For prospectus giving'
TWINTY-FIV-

E

.

Notice for Publication.
Land Office, Roswell, N. M.,

Feb. 11, 1903..
Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final proof in support of his
claim, and that said proof will be made
before United States Commissioner at Lincoln, New Mexico, on April 9th 1903. Viz:
Frank Crumb, Homestead application No.
3534, for the 112 sw.j and e2 nv. Sec. 20,
twp. 6 S., R. 13 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon and
cultivation of said land, 'viz:
John W. Owen, of Lincoln, N. M.
" "
Matthew II Bellamy,
Samuel Wells, Jr., White Oaks, N. M.
Oliver Pertker,
.

Regular Correspondence.
Ten inches of snow fall came upon us
Saturday and Sunday.
E. Wright has sold his mohair to the
Roswell Wool Co. for 2S cents a pound.
Another family has settled here thus
our little city grows.
"
The saw mill is running cutting lumber
for the local trade.
The Misses Mae and Ula Gilmore are
holding down their homesteads on the
mesa
There is more snow on the White mountains than for several years at this season.
The Eagle failed to reach Alto at all, issue of February 5th. Too much cold and
.snow up here mabe.

1-
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out-of-to-
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Howard Lsland,
Register.

Notice for Publication.

Land Office, Roswell, N. M.
Feb. 11, 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final proof in support of his
claim, and that said proof will be made
before the United States Commissioner at
Lincoln, New Mexico, on April 4th 1903.
Viz: Charles J. Campbell,
Homestead
application No. 1707, for the W2 11W4 Sec.
2 and e2 ne, Sec. 3, twp. 8 S., R. 10 E.
lie names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon and
of said land, viz:
cultivation
Csdtle Rajsers Convention.
John R. Fatton,
Carrizozo, N. M.
The El Paso & Northeastern System is
Edward V. Harris,
offering reduced rates to all those who deJohn Roberts,
sire to attend the Cattle Raisers Conven.
Antonio Vega,
Nogal, N. M.
tion at El Paso. The Convention takes
Howard Lkland.
place March the 10th to 14th, 1903.
Register.
Rates: One fare for round trip.
Dates of sale March 8th, 9th and 10th,
Excursion.
1903, limit March iS, 1903.
On March 8, 9 and 10, the El Paso and
Extension of Limit: Holders of EP-N- E
Northeastern Ry. will sell round trip tick
System tickets desiring to take advantage ets limited for return to March iSth
at rate
of side trip to Mexico, may obtain extenof $5.60.
Parties desiring to visit Mexico may ob
sion of limit twenty days by depositing
tain
extention of 20 days by depositing
tickets with Mr. W. S. Mead, commercial
ticKets witn w. S. Mead, commercia
tneir
Agent, Mexican Central Ry., El Paso.
agent Mexican Central Ry.
A. N. Brown.
R. G. Wing, Agent,
Gen'l Pass'r Agent.
Carrizozo, N. M.

f

full information, address:

A. P. GREEN, Secretary,

White Oaks, New flexico.

-

Exchange Bank Building".

Stockholders Meeting.

Negro For VicerPrésídérií.';

of the Comrey Oil
Company will hold their first meeting for
the election of officers at Bonnell Hall Sat
urday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Stockholders
should make it a point to be present, as
now is the time this incorporation should
be carefully managed.

There is nothing absurd in Champ
suggestion to, ..the
Clark, s benevolent
colored voters.
"The negro," says Mr. Clark, "does not
understand his power in the republican
party. They cannot elect a president without his aid, and they know it, and that is
why they cultivate him: If the negro had
some sense he would demand that a negro
be put on the ticket as vice president; that
the negroes be given two cabinet offices
and that they get half the jobs. The republicans would have to give in to them or get
licked."
Estimating one vote for every five of
population, there are 20,000 colored votes
in New York, 30,000 in Pennsylvania;
in Ohio, 26,000 in Indiana, 17,000 in
Illinois, 10,000 in Kansas, 47,000 in Maryland and S,ooo in West Virginia.
All these states were carried by the republicans n 1900. In all but Maryland and
West Virginia the pluralities were so large
that the colored vote might have been lost
without changing results
But the elections of 1895 and 1900 were exceptional.
It is not likely that conditions will again be
so
And it is not an exaggeration
to say that in all these states the negroes
hold the balance of power.
Such being the case, why shouldn't they
shake the plum tree?
On the face of it Mr. Clark's suggestion
will make the nation gay. But look at it
more searchingly. Numerically it is a
"safe proposition." Politically it is a
shrewd hint.
If, as Mr. Clark says, the negroes had a
leader who could lead them, they could
make the elephantine party bellow with

The Stockholders

Notice for Publication.
Land Office, Roswell, N.

M.

Feb. 11, 1003.
Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final proof in support of his
claim, and that said proof will be made
before the Probate Clerk at Lineó! n, New
Mexico, on April 9lh 1903. Viz:
Robert
Leslie, Homestead application No. 3456,
for the W2 11W4 and w2 SW4 Sec. 19, twp.
7 S., R. 14 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon and
cultivation of said land, viz:
W. F. Blnachard,
White Oaks, N. M.
William Blanchard,
Leo. Oswald,
W. M. Kenedy,

Howard Lelan n,
Register.
In the southern states the negroes are
coming more and more troublesome, and
the whites are more than ever determined
to uphold their social customs and institutions. It is not difficult to foresee much
trouble and bloodshed ahead, for which
President Roosevelt will be morally responsible. He has caused the negro to entertain ideas 'incompatible with the social
structure of the south. Breakers ahead,
Mr. Roosevelt. Roswell Journal.
J. L. Mosell, a mining man from California, has secured a lease and bond on a
group of copper claims in the southern part
of Graham county, Arizona, and is making
preparations to put a force of men to work
this month developing the properties.

,
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terror.
The Ease's Clubbing Offer.
Eagle subscribers (new and those renewing) may now take advantage of the
following clubbing offers:
World, one
Eagle and Thrice-a-Wee- k

year
Eagle and

. . .
Twice-a-Wee- k

..

$2

00

1

00
00
00

Republic,

one year

Eagle and The Commoner, one year.
" Mines and Minerals, 1 yr.
"
" The Saturday Edition of

2
2

Colorado Springs Mining Record,
one year.
2 00
Eagle and Cosmopolitan, one year. . . 2 10
Eagle subscribers will be give n cut rate
on all publications listed by the New
agencies of this eountry and Europe bz
subscribing through this office.

WHEN SOME WOMEN SHOP.
DAINTY NEW TRIFLES.

The Trouble They Give the Tracer
of Lost Parcels Illustrated by
Pretty and Novel Adjuncts to thei
One Instance.
Coitomen of Followers of the
Fashions.
Who can fathom a woman's fancies
or
predict what she will do next?
Large purses and handbags are thai She advertises her pretty apartment
order of the day. Thcce s.mail leather for the sake of the persons it brings
affairs which have l.een insular for to her door and she spends days ii?
d
more than a year are no longer i.
purchasing articles for which she has
the correct thing. To L.e thor- no money to pay.
oughly modish now you nn;U. ciiiry a
A
woman will look
bag about ten inches deep and eight perhaps at handsome silks, apparentinches broad. This she ..U e f soft ly with an idea of purchasing. After
English morocco, in bh.clc, gi ten. i!ark great deliberation she finally decides
red, tan or blue, and i.ae e.cJ, orate upon one, asks the clerk to cut oft
;u a
mountings of liurmese
four or five yards, as the case may
o
w'.
ich be, gives
short chain of the same metal
the man an address and
to carry it, Kays the New Yci k gruid. requests that the silk be sent C. O.
A handsome bag in tliin mvv fi.ape D. Next morning the delivery waghad two golden libareis, üj tul tide on goes to the address given and
of the clasp, and set in t! e htaul fully finds a vacant block or perhaps no
wrought bodies were pale amethysts. such number in the block. The reThe bags are lined with moire to match turned goods become remnants, and
the shade of the leather.
the little game goes on, relates the
Card cas:es, too, have increased in New York Herald.
size, and the prettiest of those intendQuite as surprising episodes take
ed to be carried this autumn are made place in the ready to wear departof soft suede in pale gray, llaming red ments. A woman will enter and ask
or golden brown. Sometimes there for a reception gown, something
will be a border to the lhip of reddish handsome. She tries on a number of
gold, highly polished, and again, say, them, finally decides upon one at.
on a pearly suede case, a mermaid de- say, $300. The girl who has succeeded
sign in gray silver, the figure occupy- in making the sale is pleased at her
ing one corner, while the tail and good fortune and takes no end of
draperies swirl across to cover the pains about it. Alterations are needother end.
ed, and the customer asks that the
A genuine novelty in the way of gown may be sent to her by special
leather goods is shown in a portfolio messenger, as she wishes to wear
or case to be used as a memorandum it that evening. The girl who has
for telephone numbers. The case is made the sale remains after hours,
'shaped like a screen, having the out- taking a personal interest in it, and
side covered with soft red, black or as the customer has an account the
.brown morocco, and the inside ar- gown is sent. The next day she reranged so that between the narrow turns, asks for the saleswoman, and
strips of leather there are bits of says: "I wish you to send for the
white bristol board just the right size gown I bought yesterday; it does
on which to jot down names and num- not fit and I shall not keep it." "But,
bers of those you are apt to want of ten-e- madam," the girl exclaims, "you
on the telephone. The case holds tried it on yesterday, and it fitted
slips enough for about 40 names.
perfectly!" "I insist upon returning
There are desk furnishings in a beau- it," is the answer, and after seeing
tiful glossy red metal called golden various heads of departments she
copper ware. A large inkstand of this does return it, much the worse for
rich material is supplied with a pen the wear she has given it the prerack made from small brownish red vious evening.
antlers, l'ieture frames in this golden
Perhaps in no department are
copper with plain polish surfaces make there more peculiar experiences than
an effective background for carbon fall to the lot of "the tracer," the
and artist proof photographs.
man whose business it is to hunt lost
These simply afford a pleasant parcels. Such an accurate record is
change from the elaborate jeweled kept of each article that it is an
ones. Besides the frames there are easy matter to trace a parcel to its
fancy powder boxes, smaller ones for destination, if it ever roaches there.
stamps and pins, as well as all man- Then l!,e troubl1 begin. A parerl
ner of pretty trays, suitable for the is muvn to have b'on denveivd. but
boudoir or library.
the purchaser never has received it,
The ware gets its name from the and insists that it has not been r.ent.
beautiful blending of the coppery hue Servants are questioned and know
and pale dull gold.
nothing of it. The mistress of the
,
Tortoise shell combs are going to be house asserts that her maids have
worn as much as ever this fall and the been with her many years, and are
usual set includes three or four, the both truthful and honest. The tracer
extra one being a pompadour comb, is sent to the house, talks the matwhich is placed in the hair entirely for ter over and asks if he may look
service, as it does not show when the about a bit himself. lie thinks of
Sherlock Holmes and determines not
coiflure is completed.
The newest combs are certainly de- to give up.
An idea occurs to him, and he asks:
signed with some idea of comfort, for
any one looked in the refriger"Has
cenrims
are
in
the
rounded down the
to
fit about the flat knot on the ator?" They are shocked at the sugter
top of the head. Even the larger comb, gestion. "Of course not." "Would
intended to keep up stray "scolding you mind looking?" To satisfy this
locks," is curved after the same fash- persistent man, some one goes, and
to his astonishment, in the back of
ion.
This, by the way, is narrower than the refrigerator is found the missing
formerly, and does not give the head roll of goods. When explained it
so broad a look as the heavily rimmed seemed credible enough. The rook-wapreparing dinner, the housemaid
ones that have been the correct thing.
For evening wear there are jeweled dressing. The bell rang, cook antortoise combs, in sets of three and swered it, took a parcel from the
four, but for the street nothing is quite messenger and. intent on dinner, she
so pretty as rich ruby shell, plain and noticed her refrigerator door open.
she placed the parpolished until it glows.
cel inside as she closed the door and
the article seemed lost.
California Excusions.
Is it any wonder that big shops
Commencing February 15th, the E. P. have stringent rules or that
d
& N. E. Ry. will sell second class tickets to
employes are at a premium?
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IN CONNECTION WITH THE

ock Island System
RUNS

20aily Train52
The Fastest Ever to Kansas City, St. Louis,
Chicago, or Memphis and Principal Points
Beyond. Call on Agent for full information.
R. G. WING, Agt. Carrizozo, N.M.
A. N.

BROWN,

O. F. & P. A. El Paso, Texas.

st

I

s

Absent-mindedl- y

good-nature-

California points at a very low rate of fare,
Some body said that coal on the free list
and in addition will allow liberal
For full information call on the undersigned. would not effect the price in this country.
R. G. Wing, Agent.
Alright, authracite dropped only $7,50 per
Carrizozo, N. M.
ton in New York this week and bituminous
is selling at two to two dollars and fifty
House bill No. 27 limits the terms of all cents a ton. There was something "drap-ped- "
county commissioners to two years. It is
any way, and the poor of the cost
claimed that the four years term is not
cities are more comfortable than they were
meeting much favor in ihe territory
wo months ago.
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PARKER,

Public
Fire and Life
Insurance
Real Estate
Continental

Notary

POIRE & PARMELEE
ASSAYERS and CHEHISTS,
SprOIAL

Ores

ATTENTION

UrNmI

treatment.

We have a new nnd thoroughly
equipped Laboratory. Over 30 yen rs of prac
tical experience in Colorado. Prices aud
sample tracks free on npplication.
1627 Champa St.. Denver, Celo.
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Pulman Daily Train,
BETWEEN
Los Angeles, El Paso and Chicago.
TOR STRICTLY FIRST CLASS
TRAVEL ONLY,

28 hours Ei, Paso to Kansas Cy.
42 yi " Ei, Paso to Chicago
44
38
Et. Paso to St. Louis

(,64 "

Ei, Paso to Nisw York.

Passenger limit to Berth Capacity of the Train, 75 Berths.
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In Connection With Rock Island Systkm and Southern
Pacific Company,
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TO CONTROL AND
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DINING

CAR

SERVICE ALL THE
WAY.

On

the EL PASO &
NORTHEASTERN
SYSTEM
this train stops only at El Paso,
Alamogordo, Carrizozo and Santa
Kosa. First train Leaves El Paso November 4th, 1902.
N.B.
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FRANCE'S BURIED CITY.

FARM LABOR POORLY PAID.

Drought to Light by the Discovery Men In Various State Are Formina:
of Two Ancient Tombs Near
Union to Better Their Hard
I
Orleans.
Conditions.

Interesting ruins which point to
the existence of a buried city have
been found in the woods of Charbon-nierrnear the chateau of that
name, some miles distant from Orleans. Two tombs composed of monolith stones, in one of which the remains of a skeleton were reposing,
have been found under ancient oaks.
They were at a depth of 30 centimeters below the soil. It is estimated from the nature of the stones,
their dimensions and form, that the
tombs date from the sixth, seventh
or eighth century.
According to
tradition on
this sile, which was formerly crossed
by a great Roman way, many centuries ago an important city stood,
of whioh the ruins still exist, though
crowded and crushed under the earth
long ago by wood cutters and excavators.
This tradition attributes to this
buried city the name of Sergy. It
is probable that these tombs are not
the only relics in this place, and that
e,

a

searcn would reveal an entire cemetery, whose extent would give an idea of the importance of the buried city.
well-conciudcte- oi

A BLIND GIRL'S POWER.
She Detects Absence of Flower

Dining Room the Moment
She Enters.

from

There is a wealthy young woman
living in Philadelphia, says the Times,
who has the misfortune to be blind.
When traveling as a young girl she
contracted Roman fever in Italy and
lost her sight. She is the only living
member of her immediate family now,
and occupies a handsome house in the
residence part of the city. She has a
companion who seldom leaves her, but
the ability she shows for conducting
her own affairs in spite of her misforHer remaining
tune is wonderful.
senses are marvelously acute, and it
seems to people who are not well acquainted with her almost uncanny her
cognizance of everything going on
around her. On one occasion recently,
when her companion was away at dinner time, the butler, either by intent
or carelessness, failed to place flowers
on the dining table, according to his
custom. If he expected to evade the
duty he was mistaken. The mistress
of the house had hardly entered the
dining-roowhen she discovered the
omission. "James," she said, "you
have forgotten the flowers
m

to-nigh- t."

IT IS KNOWN AS SOLANINE.
That Is the If ame of a Deadly Poison
That Is Sometime Found
Ln Potatoes.
Chemical examination has revealed
the fa"t that a poisonous nlkal M
known as solanine is contained in potatoes. Little of this poison is found
in new potatoes, but even fresh potatoes which have grown about the
surface of the soil and have a given
skin are generally known to be poisonous, says a scientific authority.
When potatoes are kept a long time
they contain a large amount of this
poison, and many cases of serious
poisoning have occurred in late summer from eating old potatoes. About
ten years ago many soldiers in the
German army were ill from an unknown cause. They suffered with
headache, colic, diarrhea, vomiting,
weakness and slight stupor, and in
some cases dilation of the pupils.
The matter was investigated and it
was discovered that the men had
been eating potatoes which had been
kept for a long time in a dam place
until they had begun to sprout.
These potatoes, a chemical analysis
showed, contained as much solanine
as is found in new potatoes.
"

'

Carrizozo Livery Stable

According to the census of 1900 there
are 5,321,087 daily wage earners in the
United States, and of that number
there were 1,522,100 who were regtilarly
employed as farm "hands" working by
the day or month, exclusive of farmers
who own and operate their own farms.
Of late years farming has been yielding large profits, yet the farm "hands"
have received the poorest wages of any
class of labor in the land.
The scale of wages paid them is from
80 cents to $1.25 per day, or $20 or $25
per month and board. The wages for
helpers, extra and regular, amounted
to $365,505,921, while the value of farm
products was over $4,700,000,000. The
average expense for each farm so far
'
as the labor is concerned, was $64 in
1899, while the average value of the
products per acre was $4.47. White
farmers paid more for their help, on
the average for each farm, principally
because their farms were larger.
'
Approximately each white farmer paid
$71 for his hired help throughout the
year. Of course, some of these farmers did not hire any help at all, harvesting their grain in midsummer
alone. But, on the other hand, some
of the "big" farmers of the corn and
wheat belts paid out from $100 to $500
daily for helpers during the garnering seasons. -- It costs more to run
sugar farms. $1.985 being paid for each
plantation of this kind which harvested a crop in 1899. In 1889 the price paid
for the running of various cereal and
produce farms is given by the census
bureau as follows: Per farm, wheat

L

wheat-cuttin-

miner,

f r 1' e work
el writer
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Wholesale and Retail Fire Armes, Ammunition,
Saddles, Harness, Leather, Hardware. We make a
Specialty of Fire Arms, Ammunition and Stock
Saddles. All mail orders given prompt Attention.

lj
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The noble sultan of Zanzibar is calling again for his beans. His clamor is
echoing near and far with a terrible
rumble and rumpus and jar, as back on
his throne he leans.
The noble sultan of Zanzibar is calling again for them hot. The silence of
night gets a terrible scar. His howl
rises up to a shuddering star and
down goes the entire lot! Cleveland

Esiquio Sanchez of Ruidoso and two of Plain l)ealer.
his children died of pneumonia a few days
A bill has been introduced in the Terri
ago.
torial Assembly creating Sandavol county

St. El Paso, Texas.

El Paso

03
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COAL

m

UNSCREENED COAL

SCREENED COAL

vlC

1

$310

$4.00

X

This coal is guaranteed as good
as any that can be secured west

of the Pennsylvania fields.
Unless otherwise specified in
order screened coal will be given.

.

Leave orders with Taliaferro
Mercantile and Trading Co.

t

X

JAHES MORRIS,

COAL

modations to be found in this
.

Come and see us.

F. M. Lund,

m

L
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Prove its value by investing 10 cents in
trial size of Ely's Cream Balm. Druggists
supply it and we mail it. Full size 60 cents.

Has the very best of accom

section of New Mexico.

C
O
A

Experience Convinces.

Hotel Baxter

Prop'r.

.

ELY BROS., 56 Warren St., New York.
Clifton, Arizona, Jan. 20, 1899.
Messrs. Elx Bkos.: Please send me a 50
cent bottle of Cream Balm. I find your
remedy the quickest and most permanent
cure for catarrh and cold in the head.
DellM. Potter, Gen.Mgr. Ariz.GoldM.Co.
Messrs. Ely Bbos.: I have been afflicted
with catarrh for twenty years. It made me
so weak I thought I had consumption. I
got one bottle of Ely's Cream Balm and in
three days the discharge stopped. It is the
best medicine I have used for catarrh.
Proberta. Cal. Fbane E. Kindlespiek.

ASK

Druggist CATARRI
sr

for

J?

10 CENT

O

TRIAL SIZE.

o
t

Ely's Cream Balm

y,

credit.

Prop., Carrizozo, Ñ.M.

SheltonPayne Arms Company.

g
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of ml i nary skill. The total expense, for instance, on an acre of wheat
is $6. Of this $4.10 goes for horse hire,
twine, seed. etc.. while the remainder
is paid to the two men who gather it
and the one who plows the soil and
sows the grain seeds. The profits upon
their $1.90 worth of labor yield from
$5 to $8 to their employer. Corn is produced for $5.85 per acre, of which
$2.25 goes to the man and his team.
Generally the horses are owned by
the farmer and the man is getting $20
per month. The duties and wages of
the farm hand of
it may be
seen, are not commensurate with the
profits of his employer.
The Saltan and the Beans.
If the report can be believed the new
sultan of Zanzibar is fond of Boston
baked beans, but whether this indicates esthetic longings or merely a low
grade of simianlike imitation, it is impossible at this distance to say. Probably there are Boston (scientists who
will study the developments of the
sultan's character as a ruler, and if it
proves creditable we can rest assured
that the bean pot will receive full

returns

M. N. Mc REYNOLDS,

m

)

and grain farms, $76; cotton, $25; tobacco, $51; nurseries, $1,136; vegetable. $106; dairy, $105.
Besides the regular number of farm
helpers about 100,000 are employed in
seaaddition during the
son in the grain belts. These are
known as harvest hands and are paid
from $1.50 to $3 per day. These harvest hands are now forming themselves
into unions for their own protection
from overwork and low wages. Many
labor unions for regular farm hands
are being organized in Indiana, Ohio,
Kansas and the southwest. The young
man who has made his home on the
farm year after vear is paid less than
any other class of workers, lie has
had longer hours and no vacations, lie
has bro"'t to. his employer largor

Always There.

Meet Every Train

Good Rigs
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and drives away a Cold II A
in the Head auicklv. It BlH I I U V
Is absorbed.
Heals and Protects the Membrane.
Ilestores the Senses of Taste and SmelL Fall sizs
60c; Trial Size 10c; at Druggists or by mall.
ELY EHOTÜEKS, 60 Warren Street, New York.
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50 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

m

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an

x

Invention Is probably patentable, uommuniea-tlons strictly confidential. AND BOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn St, Co. recefare
$peeial notice, without charge, in the

H
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Scientific American.
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handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a
rear: lour montns, c j. Boia Dyail newsdealers.
A

Co 36iBro.dw.,t New York
Branch Office,

625

F 8t Washington, D. C.

HER SMILE IS CRITICISED.
In Modern

THE OYSTER INDUSTRY.

Englishwomen It Hn

I m QÍMm sale-i-

Over Twelve ltlllinn lllvalre Con- uined in a Year in This Conn-tr- y
and Canada.

Come to He Rewarded an Something SlennlnRlen.

The smile of a modern English womanaccording- to a leading London m- er, is fast becoming a meaningless'-thing and the reason fur this, rrities
allege, is that it is; used so inelisenin-inatelthat it lacks feeling. There is
trulíi 'in the statement, the critics
maintain,, for, ' when one comes to
think of it, almost any remark one
makes to the merest acquaintance,
even on a first introduction, is met by
a smile. There is no mirth in it it is
only a muscular movement, made
seemingly, to show polite interest. Jt
reminds one. of the Jaj anese wojnan,
who must always smile, even in deepest
sorrow or distress of mind, and who
must never on any account show a depressed countenance in public, or even
in the family circle should she be addressed by a relative to whom she owes
y.

respect
The effort to imitate the vivacity of
Iheir American sisters is supposed to
be at the root of the continual

smile to be seen on the counte-- .
Minces of modern women, but a smile
alone will never makei countenance

pleasing, unless it expresses some
lively interest or feeling. Too many
sv.eels ring t He appetite and smiles always in evident'?, become valueless and
unmeaning, lie pose is needed nowadays in nearly every direction and nowhere more than on the faces of
women.

t

Nineteen states and Canada have
within a few years, boosted the oyster industry from something over five
billion bivalves annually.. to a production of over twelve billion. At the
average retail price, of (ne-hacent
per oyster, it will be seen that it probably costs' us" at least $00,000,000 per
year to indulgé" in" the luscious sea "
fruit, particularly, when most of .us
have to pay 2" cents for a' "stew" or
says Harper's
"shell" of six oysters,
'
Weekly.
"7
Delaware bay, by the way, has apparently wrested the oyster championship for production :from Chesapeake
bay. Therein the oyster grounds cover
over 220 square miles, engage over
600 vessels' and employs over 7,000 men.
Every acre of Delaware oysters is estimated to pay an annual profit of $69,
so your Delaware oyster fr.rmer sniffs
contemptuous' at his brother of the
ox and the hay. The capital of this industry is fitly called Divalve, with
Venetian streets, all debouching on
water fronts, wharf lined, and cov-- .
ered with st eel rails by railways which
wrest what traffic they can' from the
sail and steam craft.
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Valne of a Hole.
The allurement of the bargain-counte- r
works its spell not upon the
shopper alone. In a Salvation Army;
rummage store á certain signj-ecdswell-to-d- o

n,

.
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Xev Cluinee for ünchelorn.
The National Dressmakers' association will hereafter endeavor to find
husbands for worthy, seamstresses
v.hii are unable to conclude matrimonial negotiations without help. This is
a praiseworthy enterprise, says the
and should
Chicago Keeord-IIeralby
all
who
into
bachelors
be looked
charitably'disposed.
are
'
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CHURCH DIRECTORY.
Sei-vice-

Fabbath-Sc-

at Methodist Church.
a in.
ol.Sun ,:45a. in.
" 11:00

s

h

I'reachinjf,
Afternoon meeting"

p.m.

3:U0

" 7:00
rrayer meet Mig.W ed. 7:00
I.mlics' II. M. r. Vrl. 3:00
" 7:0J
Y. P. meeting-All are cordially in i ted:
Preachinji--

,

(.C

h.tov. l'astor.

Ha

THE BAPTIST CHURCH.
Sunday School it 10 o'clock a m. Preachinjji
1st. and :lrl. SunrTayntll a. in. and 7::)p.in.
YómiiT i'eoply's lInion(:45. p. in. Prayer
woptififi Tuesday

:W p.

7

Pastor.

It. P. Popk.

m.,
'
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Write Your Friends in the East.
Tell them to call on nearest;
Coupon Ticket Agent for rates to-points in New Mexico, or El Paso
Texas.
Second class colonist.
tickets will be 011 sale from quite
a number points on and east of'
the Missouri and Mississippi
Rivers, to El Paso and intermediate points on the El
Island Route, at about half fare.
These tickets will be sold only on
"Homeseekers Fares" the first
and third Tuesdays of each

r

p in.
p in.
j m.
p. in.

.

Paso-Roc-

.

!

1

-.

;

.

G. P. A.

socíkty:;;me:ktings.

Grand Army Kearney Post. No. io.
Meets the tir't Monday night iii ,oach month
at fi. A. It.. Hull. yisitTng comrades cord in ly
John R. Patton.P1 C.
invited.
'"
.TohsA. Uk'ówx .AdJ't.
I

.

;

Baxter 'Lodge No. 9, k. of P.
Meets Thursday evening of7 eacli week at
Hewitt's hull. Visiting brothers cordially in
vited to attend.
C. C.

:.

$375 for Letters from Farmers.
The Rock Island System
in cash and transportation
for letters relative to the territory
along its lines in Arkansas, In
dian Territory, Oklahoma, Texas

IluDsrKTit.
K. of K..&. S.

A. H.

Juits

A.

Haley,

Lodge No. 16. I. O. O. P.
Meets Tuesday evening of each week at
Hewitt's halt at 8 o'clock. Visiting brothers
cwrdially invited to attend.
Goden Rule

J. P.

U. D. AltUSTEONd, N.
KLEriNOER, Secretary.

Ci.

White Oaks Lodge No. 9, A. O. U. W.
first and third 'Ved
Meets
nesdays. at K o clock, at Hewitt s nan. v
brothers cordially invited to attend.
rcmi-monthl-

imi-in- g

A. ZlEOLEtl, M. W.

H.

.

(Jallachkr, Recorder.

HültL

Good

Meals and

Careful Service.

'
y
Tourfnt in Italy.
Of 9.VI,00) foreign tourists, who vis-

Share of Your Patronage
Respectfully Solicited.

1

The Tularosa Democrat has changed
hands and with it, nearly averything else,
it now looks like
in the paper's get-unected with it.

Clothes Cleaned and Pressed.

i

WVVfffffVfWtlWIVVWI

1

Your Patronage Solicited.

WALKER W. hlCKS.

con-

Leave Or Jers

at

GAOLE Office.

offers-$375-

S. E. BURLINGAME & CO.,
ASSAY OFFICE

A

wbeormby

?ítnbHshedinColorado,1866. Samples by mail or
xpress will receive prompt and careful attention
'old Ci Sliver Bullion
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Tesis-- 100

23 Umrcnce

St.. Dcnvci.

m1,
Culo.

,

and New Mexico.
Letters should deal with the
writer's experiences since he settled in the territory in question.
They should tell how much mon
ey he brought with him, what he
did when be first came and wh;it
measure of success has since rewarded his efforts.
Letters should not be less than
300 nor more than 1,000 words in
length and will be used for the
purpose of advertising the Southwest,

For circular

White Oaks Avenue.

(iuarenteecl;

k.

PLYMOUTH CON3R3ATIONAL
month, commencing" Oct. 21st
CHURCH.
1902. and continuing until Apri
Prcacíiiiiíi scrviees, Sunday it a.r m and
23rd 1903.
V::i0p.m.
Sunday School. l;):i-- a. in.
This is a good opportunity to.
2. p. in.
Christian lindeavor meetingSundays,
p.
7:15
in.
aid immigration to your section
Friday- - P.ihle nd Toaclicis meetiiiR,
Ladies' Aid Society. 1st. Thursday afternoon
of the country.
iit W.
IiiN1V (J Mn IjElti p,. D., Pastor.
A. N. Bkown,

WHITE OAKS

am now prepared to do first
class work in this line. Four
V e a r s experience.
Work

Company is

or or orcr or cf or or or

cv

d,

In Northern Norway.
Trondt jeiu, the northernmost town
of any td.e in Norway, is as far from
Berlin as Home is.

1

4- -

:

ited Italy during, the year ended June
K!, 05.000 were English. It is estimated
hat the visitors spent $70,000,000 during their stay in the country.

bb

:

GRAIN AND FLOUR

V

there was some newspaper enterprise

-

Als(),.iiuriiig the .present month
we ' will make vspecial prices on

BIRTHDAYS.

p,

bt?

I

lf

n,

.

-

.

.

:

LEAP-YEA- R

stíllonI

il AND WILL CONTINUE THIS MONTH $

"Shoes with hole in ,sole, five cents;
shoes without holes, ten cents. Wrap,--- ,
ten cents; not moth-eateUnique Society in lleirlln, Cerm.nny, pers, moth-eate'
with15 cents. ' Stockings
to Hold a lUu Celebration
five.,
cents;
for
pairs
two
holes,
out
i
in U04.
with, holes, threp oairs for five cents."
Iterr Mon.teur, a wealthy resident'of Could even the champion golfer tabuBerlin, is over 70 years old, but will late moré accurately the value of a
celebrate his eighteenth birthday on "hole'?"
February 2'.), 1!H)4. lie is president of
New Interpretation of the Flajc. ,
the Derliu society of leap year chilItabbi Isidore Myers, cf San Francisdren, the one organiza! ion of its kind co, in addressing a meeting of the
in the world. The members have had Federation ot Zionists, gave a new innú birthday celebration for eight' terpret at ion of the ; design ; of ' tl.e;
years, the extra February day having American flag. .Most of his. hearers,
been omitted in HUM) according to the were Jewish immigrants, largely Rusrules of the reformed calendar. There- sians. He said: "Do you know why
fore the society is planning a great the stars and stripes are in the flag'? h
celebration on February 29, 1904. A will tell you why. They show that
committee of arrangements is already America has stars for those who beat work, and tomeiJi ing extraordinary have themselves and stripes for those
may be expected, as. on account of the who do not."
society's curious origin many prom-- ,
incut persons have interested themselves in the matter, reports a London
paper.
The month of February in 1SS6, by
the way, was even more interesting
than that which will be marked by the
unique' Berlin celebration. It had: no
fujl moon, and in that was the most
Nth I
M LWBMMai '
in the world's history, for
nr; r before had such a thing occurred.
January of that year had two full
moons and so had March, but February had none. How extraordinary
"
judged from the
this event, was may
fact that according to the computation of astronomers it will not occur
again for 2.500,000 years.
.

s

giving

details,

write John Sebastian, Passenger
Traffic Manager, Rock Island
System, Chicago, 111.

